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of Old English *ge-neah* ‘is sufficient’:
Application of a Non-Brugmannian Method

Toshiya Tanaka

1. Introduction
Grounded upon the hypothesis that the PIE verbal system was of an active-inactive type, propounded by Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1984/1995), Lehmann (1992, 1993), Kurzová (1993), among others, Tanaka (2001b: 53ff.) proposes a method for extrapolating the original PIE morpho-semantic category of a given IE verb. It is comprised of the following four criteria:

(1)

I. a. If the meaning reconstructible for a given IE verb is agentive, it is likely to suggest that the verb at issue descended from an original active verb.
   b. If a non-agentive meaning is reconstructible for a given IE verb, it is likely to suggest that the verb at issue derived from an original inactive verb.
   N.B. Since agentivity, as well as Aktionsart, of a reconstructed meaning is often ambiguous, this criterion should not be used exclusively.

II. a. If a given IE verb has an etymological counterpart which suggests itself as a (direct) reflex of the *CeC-m(i)/s(i)/t(i)* configuration, it may point to an original active verb.
   b. If the pertinent verb lacks it (but shows a reflex of the *Ce/C-h2e/th2e/e* configuration), it may point to an original inactive verb.
   N.B. An ostensibly archaic verbal morphology can be an analogical creation, especially when the morphology at issue is productive in the pertinent IE dialect, and therefore, this criterion alone is not to be heavily relied upon.

III. a. If a given IE verb has a very archaic agent noun *CeC-tēlōr*, it can hint at an original active verb.
   b. If the relevant verb lacks it, on the other hand, it can hint at an original inactive verb.
   N.B. A seemingly archaic agent noun can be a secondary creation, especially when the nominal formation at issue is productive in the pertinent IE dialect, and therefore, this criterion alone is not to produce conclusive evidence for the original category.

IV. a. If a Hittite verb corresponding to a given IE verb shows a *mi*-conjugation (save for nasal-inflecting, *yo*-suffixed, *sk*-suffixed, etc., *mi*-conjugations), it might perhaps be suggestive of an original active verb.
b. If a Hittite verb corresponding to a given IE verb shows a ħi-conjugation, it might perhaps be suggestive of an inactive verb.

N.B. Because many Hittite verbs seem to have undergone replacement of the original conjugation class by the other one, this criterion must be regarded as a weaker one.

This paper attempts to give a new account of the pre-history of the OE Class V preterite-present ge-neah 'is sufficient' and its Germanic counterparts by applying this method to analysis of related IE lexemes. The problem of what PIE verbal class OE ge-neah may reflect is approached below.

2. PIE Schwebeablaut

The PIE base underlying OE ge-neah or Gmc. *nah- 'be sufficient' may be considered to be *Hne–k-. Since Benveniste's (1935: 152) proposal, the Schwebeablaut between *Hn–k– (Type I) and *Hn–e-k– (Type II) has normally been accepted by scholars (pace Anttila 1969: 124ff.).


(2) Verbs from PIE *Hn–k– or *Hn–e-k–

a. OlInd.

i) ỳ aś, amś

pres. (V, Ved.) aś-no-ti 'he attains' (< *Hỳ–k–neu-ti)

perf. (Ved.) ānāṃśa, ānāśa 'he has attained'

aor. (only in the Ātmanepada or middle) āśta 'he attained himself'

---

1) Here I omit an exposition of the reconstructed PIE active-inactive verbal system upon which I am basing my analysis below. For this, see Tanaka (2001b: §2.2; forthcoming: §3.2; etc.).

2) Tanaka (2000: 299ff.) has already briefly discussed this problem only in the light of the third criterion in (1) above, leaving aside a detailed morphological analysis of related IE lexemes. This paper aims at a more comprehensive historical and comparative examination of the OE preterite-present verb concerned.

3) The value of the initial laryngeal seems to be controversial. Benveniste (1935: 152), Beeke (1969: 236), Pulvea (1991: 292), Sihler (1995: 485), etc. postulate it as *h₁, and Mayrhofer (1986: 134), etc. as *h₂. See Lindeman (1987: 77f.) and the references cited there for this issue. Despite this difficulty, however, it seems that the description adopted here, based on Benveniste's root theory, better captures the nature of the base alternation where the traditional description where the bases *enék-, *nek-, *enk- are merely enumerated (cf. Pokorny 1994: 316ff.; Lehmann 1986: 71; etc.). Thus, this paper espouses the representation based on Schwebeablaut. Stronger evidence for the existence of the initial laryngeal is obtained not only by Hittite ḫen–k–zi 'he lifts' (reflecting the PIE Type I base *Hn–k–) but also by Old Indic inak-s-a-ti 'endeavours to reach' (reflecting the PIE Type II base *Hn–k–; cf. Beeke 1969: 236). See also Cowgill (1965: 151), where other materials suggesting the existence of the initial laryngeal are raised.
N.B. No agent noun such as \( \text{**a}(m)\text{s}-t\text{r} \) 'one who attains' is attested (see Whitney 1885: 4; Monier-Williams 1899: 114).

ii) \( \text{vakš} \)
pres. (I, RigVeda) \( \text{ak-š-a-t} \) 'he attains' (< \( \text{Hynk}-\text{s-}\text{e-t} \))
perf. undocumented (except for the perf. mid. ppi. \( \text{ākš-ānā} \) 'having attained oneself' in RigVeda; see Whitney 1885: 1; Monier-Williams 1899: 3; etc.)
aor. 3 pl. \( \text{ākš-īs-ur} \) 'they attained' in RigVeda (see Whitney 1885: 1; cf. Macdonell 1910: p. 384, Note 7 and the references cited there).
N.B. No agent noun such as \( \text{vakš-tar} \) 'one who attains' is attested (see Whitney 1885: 1; Monier-Williams 1899: 4; etc.).

iii) \( \text{vnaš}, \text{naps} \)
pres. (I, Ved.) \( \text{nās-a-ti} \) 'he attains' (< \( \text{Hnek-}\text{e-ti} \))
perf. undocumented
aor. (Ved.) \( \text{ā-naṭ} \) 'you/he attained'
(Ved.) \( \text{naṭ} \) 'he attained'
N.B. No agent noun such as \( \text{vnaš-tar} \) 'one who attains' is attested (see Whitney 1885: 89; Monier-Williams 1899: 532).

iv) \( \text{vakš} \)
pres. (I, Ved.) \( \text{nāk-š-a-ti} \) 'he attains' (< \( \text{Hnek-s-}\text{e-ti} \))
perf. (Ved.) 3 pl. \( \text{na-nakš-ūr} \) 'they have attained',
(Ved.) 3 sg. middle \( \text{na-nakš-ē} \) 'he has attained himself'
aor. undocumented
N.B. No agent noun such as \( \text{vakš-tar} \) 'one who attains' is attested (see Whitney 1885: 87; Monier-Williams 1899: 524).

b. Av.
i) pres. \( \text{aš-naoi-ti} \) 'he attains' (< \( \text{Hynk-}\text{neu-ti} \)) (see Reichelt 1909: 104 and 403 s.v. \( \text{aš-} \); Kellens 1984: 170; among others)
perf. undocumented
aor. undocumented
N.B. No agent noun such as \( \text{aš-tar} \) 'one who attains' is attested.
ii) pres. \( \text{nas-ai-ti} \) 'he attains' (< \( \text{Hnek-}\text{e-ti} \))
perf. undocumented
aor. \( \text{ānāxštā} \) 'he attained', s-aor. (see Reichelt 1909: 121; among others)
N.B. No agent noun such as \( \text{nas-tar} \) 'one who attains' is attested.
c. Gk.

pres. undocumented (suppletion by φέρω ‘I carry’)
perf. ἔννυνοκε ‘I have carried’
aor. ἔννυκοκ ‘I carried’
inf. ἕννυκε εῖν ‘to carry’ (so far supposed to reflect either *en-enk- or *ne-nk-)

d. Lat.

pres. nancisor (OLat. nancio) I attain
perf. na(n)cticus sum ‘I (have) attained’

e. Hittite

pres. ni-ni-kzi ‘he lifts’ (-nin- being an infix in the stem ninink-),
pret. ni-ni-kta ‘he lifted’

pres. ḫenktzi ‘he allocates’
pret. ḫentka ‘he allocated’

f. Lith.

pres. nešu ‘I carry’
aor. nešiau ‘I carried’
inf. nešti ‘to carry’

g. OCS (cf. Schmalstieg 1976: 109ff.; among others)

pres. nes-qi ‘I arrive, reach’
aor. nes-ox-i ‘I carried’
inf. nes-ti ‘to arrive, reach’

h. OIr.

pres. ro-icc ‘he reaches’ (cf. icc- < inc- < *ink- < *enk-)
pret./perf. ro-ānaic (< *ōn-enk-e)

i. Arm.

pres. hasanem ‘I arrive, reach’
pret. hasi ‘I arrive, reached’

j. Toch.

A emts- ‘carry, hold, seize’
B enk- ‘carry, hold, seize’
k. Gmc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Go.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga-nah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-nah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bi-naúhts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ge-neah</td>
<td>ge-nugon</td>
<td>ge-nohte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHG</td>
<td>gi-nah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) below, on the other hand, simply distinguishes verbs reflecting the Type I base *Henk- from those reflecting the Type II *Hnek-:

(3) Type II                     Type I
    *Hnek-                    *Henk-
    Gk. ἔν-γεκ-εἶν (= inf. of φέρω)
    cf. Att. aor. 1 sg. ἤν-γεκ-α
    (< perf. with Att. redupl.)
    OIr. ro-icc
    (< the lengthened grade *ēnk-)

    Ved. nāšati
    Av. nasaiti
    Hit. ni-nin-k-
    Lith. nešū (< *nešō)
    OCS. nešū (< *nešō)
    Arm. hasi (aor.)
    hasanem (pres.)
    Toch. A ents-, B enk-
    Gmc. *nah-
    nasal infix.
    Ved. ašnōti
    Av. ašnaoiti
    (< *Hyk-neu-)
    Latin nanciscor (deponent)
    (perf. na(n)ctus sum)

Since Gmc. *nah- ‘be sufficient’ is interpretable as reflective of the (Type II) base *Hnek-, the primary concern of this paper converges on analysing those IE verbal forms stemming from this base.

3. Application of the Method Concerned
Among the verbs reflecting the Type II *Hnek- in (3) above, there are ones which show obviously innovative or non-arcaic forms (cf. the second term in (1) above). OInd.(Ved.)
nasati, Av. nasatti ‘he gains, attains’, Lith. nešū, OCS nesg ‘I carry’, Arm. hasanem ‘I come to, arrive’ show thematic present forms; OInd. (Ved.) āsni ‘and’ and Av. aśnauiti (< *yuk-ne-ti) ‘he gains, attains’ point to nasal infixation; Latin nanciscor ‘I get, obtain’ (cf. perf. nanc(istus)sum), a deponent, is enlarged by the *-sk- element.4) A couple of Old Indic (Vedic) materials, on the other hand, suggest archaisms.5) The 2 sg. present nak-si ‘you gain, attain’ appears to reflect an athematic present *nek-si, from which Pokorny (1994: 316) infers that the verb nāsati originally took an athematic conjugation for the present. Moreover, the aorist ānąt ‘he gained, attained’ is frequently assumed to be a root aorist, reflecting PIE *e-Hnok-t. See Cowgill (1965: 151), Lindeman (1987: 78), Sihler (1995: 485), among others.

If nakṣi or ānąt is not an Old Indic innovation and truly reflects an archaic PIE verbal form, it will suggest that the relevant base produced an active verb *Hnok-m(i)s(i)t(i). But the Germanic *nah-, unless it is ascribed to an innovation in Germanic, at the same time points to an archaic PIE verbal form, *Hnok-h₂e/th₂e/e, the meaning of which should be reconstructed as ‘be in the state of reaching or attaining (the goal, norm, standard, etc.)’ (> ‘be sufficient, enough’).6) In my own theoretical framework (cf. Tanaka 2001b: §2.2; forthcoming §3.2), it seems natural to decide that a PIE base produces either an active or an inactive verb, but not both. In other words, the theory concerned would require that either the Old Indic or the Germanic materials should be an innovation, though neither Old Indic nor Germanic seems to provide very crucial, direct evidence for this.

By means of the method spelt out in 1 above, I should attempt to pass my judgement upon this dilemma. Despite the first term in (1) above, neither ‘(agentively) gain, attain’

4) Inside the verbal stem of Latin nanc-i-sc-or a nasal element is observable. To posit *Hne-n-k-, a Type II base with a “Position 2a” nasal infix (cf. Karstien 1971; Tanaka 2001a: §3.2), may be independently motivated by the Ved. 1 sg. middle aorist nāṃtī, the 3 sg./pl. perfect nāṃmaka, nāṃsīr, the OIr. suffixless preterite stem *nanc-, etc. (cf. Lindeman 1987: 77f.). But the a-vocalism in Latin nanc- still remains problematic, as Seebold (1970: 355) among others acknowledges.

5) Hittite (mi)nikei takes the mi-conjugation and has the meaning ‘lifts’, which may be understood as of durative/imperfective Aktionsart. Despite the fourth term in (1) above, this material itself does not provide reliable morphological or semantic evidence in judging the original status of the verb. The Hittite mi-conjugation, regularly accompanied by preterites without a thematic vowel and with endings from IE *-m, *s, *t, etc., is considerably productive, and we can conjecture that a considerable number of Hittite verbs showing this conjugation come from the original hi-conjugation class (cf. Tanaka 2001b: §3.3). The meaning ‘lift’ seems ascribable to a secondary development in Hittite from the reconstructed meaning which should be somehow related to the notion ‘gain’, ‘attain’ or ‘reach’.

6) If this option is taken (below we will actually do so), it will follow that the Germanic preterite-present reflects the original state-denoting inactive verb from the relevant base. There is little or no reason to hold that the preterite-present *nah- was analogically created inside Germanic. Since the category of ‘preterite-present’ must have been in the process of being lost (the history of English actually show this tendency; cf. Visser 1963-73: III. §§1343, 1369ff. & 1711ff.; Warner 1993: 141; Denison 1993: 296f. & 315f.; etc.), there should have been no motivation for the relevant verb to change the original morphology *Hnok-m/i/t to *Hnok-he/θ/e/e. Moreover, the meaning ‘suffice, be sufficient, enough’ is readily derivable from the supposed original meaning ‘be in the state of reaching, attaining (the goal, norm, standard, etc.)’.
nor 'be in the state of attaining/reaching' seems unsuitable for a reconstructed meaning of PIE **Hnekh-', for what we can say at this stage of the argument is that the reconstructed meaning should have something to do with the notion 'gain, attain' and the agentivity or stativeness of the meaning is not to be directly known. As regards the morphological properties, both Old Indic and Germanic materials appear to show archaic characters, and the second criterion in (1) alone does not seem capable of clearing up the current problem. Thus, the third criterion is expected to play its role. As spelt out in the third clause in (1) above, it is worth while testing the case by means of the criterion of the existence or absence of an archaic agent noun deriving from the relevant base.

Materials from IE dialects do not provide any instance of an agent noun inheriting the form **Hnekh-te/or 'one who gains, attains, reaches' (see (2) above again). This provides a theoretical basis for the appraisal that an inactive verb rather than an active derived from PIE *Hnekh-. This will, in turn, suggest that the relevant Old Indic verbal forms are innovations which took place at some dialectal period.

Given this interpretation, a mystery of Old Indic verbs reflecting *Hnekh- will also, it seems to me, be illuminated in a new fashion within our theoretical framework. This is related with the question of why there are more verbs than one for 'attain, reach, arrive at' in Old Indic, such as those reproduced below:

(4) Vedic Verbs for 'attain, reach, arrive at' from *Hnekh- or *Hnekh-
   a. nasal-infixed as-nō-ti (< *Hṛk-neu-ti), see (2a) i) above.
   b. s-enlarged āk-ś-at (< *Hṛk-s-e-t), see (2a) ii) above.
   c. thematic nāš-a-ti (< *Hnekh-e-ti), see (2a) iii) above.
   d. s-enlarged nāk-ś-ati (< *Hnekh-s-e-ti), see (2a) iv) above.

It is my opinion that this plurality of related verbs points to their innovative character. If PIE had had an active verb **Hnekh-m/s/t '(voluntarily) gain, attain, reach', why is it not the case that Old Indic shows only one verb directly reflective of this form, i.e., pres. nās-a-ti vs. aor. *ā-nas-ti > Āṇat; and why did Old Indic have to create new verbs by means of nasal infixation and stem-enlargement with *-s-? It must be recalled here that typical PIE active verbs, such as *bher-mi/si/ti 'bear, carry', *ghwen-mi/si/ti 'smite', *dehṛ-m/s/ti 'give', *dhehṛ-m/s/ti 'put, set' (see Tanaka 2000: §2 (1); 2001b: §3.2 (5)), show up in Old Indic, simply showing a pair of a present and an aorist, without being accompanied by plurality of present and aorist forms:

---

7) It seems natural to regard the meaning 'gain, attain' as having the momentary/perfective, rather than durative/imperfective, Aktionsart. From this, it may be supposed that at least OldInd. 2 sg. nāk-ṣi 'you gain, attain' should be an intra-OldInd. innovation; that is, the present at issue should have originally been thematic, as exemplified by Vedic 1 sg. nāṣōmi and 3 sg. nātati. It can, then, be inferred that at least there was no active-durative verb **Hnekh-mi/si/ti in the proto-language.
(5) Quondam Active Verbs in Old Indic

a. PIE *bhēr-mi/si/ti ‘bear, carry’, active-durative
   OInd. pres. bi-bhār-ti (Rigveda) vs. aor. bhar-tām/bhrātām (Brāhmaṇas)
   cf. pass. aor. a-bhār-i (Ved.)

b. PIE *g*hen-mi/si/ti ‘smite’, active-durative
   OInd. pres. hān-ti (Ved.) vs. aor. a-fi-ghan-at (Epic)

c. PIE *deh-i-m/si/ti ‘give’, active-momentary
   OInd. pres. dā-ḍā-ti (Ved.) vs. aor. ḍā-ḍā-t (Ved.)

d. PIE *deh-e-m/si/ti ‘put, set’, active-momentary
   OInd. pres. dā-ḍhā-ti (Ved.) vs. aor. ḍā-ḍhā-t (Ved.)

   Cf. Whitney (1885: 114, 202f., 71f., 82, respectively)

This being the case, a particular explanation is required for the genesis of different shapes of
a present and an aorist from PIE *Hnek- or *Henk- in Old Indic.

Our theoretical appraisal that PIE had a state-denoting inactive verb *Hnok-h2e/th2e/e
‘be in the state of attaining, reaching’ but not an active-momentary verb *Hnek-m/s/t
‘attain, reach’ seems to be capable of giving a natural account of the Old Indic situation now
in question. At some period between PIE and Old Indic (perhaps at Pre- or Proto-Indo-
Iranian period), when the original verbal category of inactive was in the process of being
lost, the relevant verb must have ceased to be a verb describing a non-agentive state and
have been reinterpreted into a verb for ‘(agentively) attain, reach, arrive at’. At this period,
a present (especially, a thematic present with an e-grade stem) must have started to be
established as the basis of the verbal conjugation (cf. Kurzová 1993: 112ff.). Several
strategies must have been available to pre-literate Aryans to arrive at the reinterpretation at
issue.

The enlargement of the stem by *-s- is especially noteworthy in tracing this process.
The enlarged stem *Hnek-s- is attested only in the Indo-Iranian branch (cf. Av. é-nakš-;
see Mann 1984-87: 834) and is obviously an Indo-Iranian innovation. This *-s- is
interpretable as a perfectivising or punctualising element, and OInd. nāk-ṣ-a-ti (Ved.) (<
*Hnek-s-e-ti) and dēk-ṣ-a-t (Rigveda) (< *Hnēk-s-e-t) are supposed to have been created
from the original stative *Hnok-h2e/th2e/e by modifying the o-grade stem into the e- or zero-
grade, adding the *-s- element, and replacing the original endings with the thematic endings
(i.e., *-o-m(i), -e-s(i), -e-t(i)). The change in vowel grade of the stem and the replacement

8) This is because of the structural change from the active-inactive to the nominative-accusative type, which
must have started in the Late PIE period (cf. Tanaka forthcoming: Note 8).
9) For other instances where *-s-, an IE perfectivising or punctualising element, is used to enlarged the
verbal stem, see Lehman (1997: 154), Hewson & Bubenik (1997: 34), etc. For related discussion
10) It might perhaps be inferred that at a primitive stage of PIE there was a nominal verb *Henk-e *(there is
of the endings were obviously due to the reason that these were more suitable for a present in the new, present-based verbal system than the original o-grade stem and the original peculiar endings. What is important here is that the motivation for adding the perfectivising *-s- to the stem becomes clear by the estimation that the original verb was inactive-stative. The original Aktionsart of the relevant verb was by no means momentary or perfective, but by adding the perfectivising *-s-, modification of the Aktionsart into momentary or perfective (hence, the meaning ‘(agentively) attain, reach’) was enabled. In other words, if we postulate that the original verb was active-perfective, there does not seem to be any motivation for adding the perfectivising element *-s- to the relevant stem.

Further evidence for the reinterpretation process posited above seems to be obtained if we observe the distributional pattern of a Gmc. preterite-present and cognate verbs in Old Indic. Examples of *dars- (< *dhors-) and *parf- (< *torp-), which are reasonably ascribable to previous inactive-statives, are relevant here. (6) and (7) below demonstrate that it is occasionally the case that a Gmc. preterite-present corresponds to some innovative presents other than a simple thematic present in Old Indic:

(6)

a. Gmc. *dars-(a)/t(a)/e ‘dare’ (< *dhors-h₂e/th₂e/e ‘be bold’)
   b. OInd. dhārs-a-ti (Vājasaneyi-Samhitā, Rāmāyaṇa) ‘dares’ (them.pres. < *dhers-e-ti)
   dhārs-nó-ti (from Vedas onwards) ‘dares’ (nasal infix. < *dhārs-neu-ti)
   
   Cf. Whitney (1885: 85)

(7)

a. Gmc. *parf-(a)/t(a)/e ‘need’ (< *torp-h₂e/th₂e/e ‘be in the state of enjoying, be satisfied’)
   b. OInd. ‘enjoy, satisfy oneself, be pleased’
   tṛmpáti (Vedas, Brahmaṇas, Sutras), a thematic present with nasal infixation
   ( < *tṛ-m-p-e-ti)
   tṛpyati (from Atharva-Veda onwards), a thematic present enlarged by *-y-
   ( < *tṛpy-e-ti)
   tṛpṇóti (Vedas, Brahmaṇas), a nasal infixing present (< *tṛp-neu-ti)
   
   Cf. Whitney (1885: 65f.)

a state/process of) attaining’, which later differentiated into *Hnek-h₂e/th₂e/e ‘be in the process of attaining’ and *Hnok-h₂e/th₂e/e ‘be in the state of attaining’. No verb directly reflecting these survived into Old Indic. It is possible to hold that the reinterpretation now under discussion may have taken place on the basis of the erstwhile inactive-processive verb (i.e., a medium tanatum, which would have shown up as *nak-e, *nak-ė, *nas-ė, if it had survived into Old Indic). In this case, the reinterpretation process in creating nak-s-a-t is more simply described, for it is involved only with attachment of *-s- and modification of the endings, without modification of the vowel grade of the stem (of course, assuming that this reinterpretation occurred before the vowel change *a, *e, *o > a took place).

11) I will offer elsewhere a detailed explanation that these preterite-presents reflect PIE inactive-stative verbs, besides the concise suggestion advanced in Tanaka (2000: §3.3.1 and §3.3.2).
The pattern described in (6) and (7) above indicates that these original inactive-stative verbs were replaced in Old Indic with some innovative presents enlarged by a nasal or other elements (as well as a simple thematic present, in the case of vadhṛṣṭ-, give in (6)), so that they might take a number of present forms which were appropriate or normal in the new verbal system. There is no reason to deny that similarly to these cases, Old Indic developed the thematic present nāṣ-a-ti (Vedic; < *Hne-k-e-ti) and the nasal-infixing aṣ-nō-ti (Vedic; < *Hṛk-neu-ti), instead of directly inheriting from the proto-language *Hno-k-h₂-e/ḥ₂-e, which no longer assumed the shape that would fit in with the productive morphologies for the category of present at the relevant dialectal period.

Although intra-Old-Indic materials provide little or no direct, conclusive evidence (phonological or morphological) for the idea that Old Indic nāk-ṣi and ānāṭ do not point to an original athematic root present or aorist, evidence from the corresponding, archaic agent noun as well as from the distributional pattern of Old Indic present forms makes it highly probable that this is the case. It thus seems appropriate to conclude that as far as the PIE Type II base *Hne-k- is concerned, the inactive *Hno-k-h₂-e/ḥ₂-e ‘be in the state of gaining, attaining, reaching (the goal, norm, standard, etc.)’ was derived from it\(^\text{12}\) but not an active *Hne-k-m(i)/s(i)/t(i) ‘(agentively) gain, attain, reach’.

4. Excursus: The Type I Base

Before closing this paper, several comments may be called for on the verbal forms which are assumed in (3) above to have derived from the Type I base *Hne-k-.

4.1. Greek ἔνεγκ- ‘bear, carry’\(^\text{13}\)

Greek ἔνεγκ- ‘bear, carry’ is mainly used as the aorist counterpart of φέρ-, in a suppletive paradigm, cf. Liddell and Scott (1968: 1922). If, as Buck (1933: 284) elucidates, the Attic 1 sg. aorist ἔνεγκά comes from a perfect with Attic reduplication (i.e., ἔν-γκ-α), the Type I stem *Hne-k- is recognisable in the stem -γκ-. Cowgill (1965: 151), on the other side, proposes that ἔνεγκά should descend from the base *Hne-k- and be interpreted as a root aorist (i.e., e-Hne-k-m). The base *Hne-k- can be anatomised as *Hne-n-k-, a Type II base with a nasal infix at Position 2. Since this infixing base is also attested elsewhere, in the Old Indic perfect ānāṁśa (3 sg. < *He-Hno-k-e; cf. Note 4 above) and in the Latin deponent namn-iscor (cf. (3) above), the supposition of this base may be tenable. However, I am sceptical of the idea that ἔνεγκά points to a root aorist. Although the relevant Attic form

\(^{12}\) It does not seem that perfect forms directly reflecting *Hne-k- (without enlargement by *-s-, etc.) are recorded in Vedic (neither Whitney 1885: p.89, s.v. naś, nānś ‘attain’ nor Pokorny 1994: I. 316 raises a relevant form). Perfects from the (Indic) roots aṣ-, anṣ-, (i.e., pres. aṣnōtī vs. perf. ānāṁśa, cf. Whitney 1885: 4f.) and naks- (i.e., pres. nākṣati vs. perf. nanakṣes, -kses, cf. Whitney 1885: 87), on the other hand, are attested in Vedic. After the perfect or original inactive shape was lost at a pre-Vedic period, it had not been revived as a paradigmatised perfect in the Vedic period.

\(^{13}\) I acknowledge that my opinion expressed in this subsection is broadly different from Sihler’s (1995: p.563, 507 Note a).
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is interpretable as reflecting either a perfect (with Attic reduplication) or a root aorist, no instance of a root aorist from this nasal-infusing base is attested outside Greek but a perfect is attested in Old Indic. Furthermore, Attic attests a set of thematic aorist forms for the other persons as well as 1 sg. (e.g., 1 sg. ἤνεγκα, 2 sg. ἤνεγκας, 3 sg. ἤνεγκε, pl. ἤνεγκ-αμεν, -ατε, -αν; cf. Liddell and Scott 1968: 1922), and an apparent root aorist is only attested for 1 sg. The relevant phenomenon seems to be better interpreted as a case where a perfect merged into an aorist paradigm.

What kind of interpretation is obtainable in attempting to explain the genesis of the relevant suppletion in Greek? As far as Old Indic is concerned, no aorist counterpart of bhṛ- (i.e., a verbal form for 'bore, carried') is attested in Vedic, and such was created as late as the Brāhmaṇas period (i.e., bhartām/bhṛtām; cf. Whitney 1885: 114). Given that the era of the composition and compilation of the Rigveda is estimated to be about 1200-1000 B.C. and the date of the Brāhmaṇas literature approximates 800-500 B.C. (cf. Burrow 1955: 35 and 43; etc.), we may say that in the Old Indic history it took a relatively long time for the original active-durative verb *bher- to accomplish its paradigmatisation. A similar situation could be conceived for paradigmatisation of Greek φέρ-. Homer does not attest an aorist for this verb, and it is by no means impossible to consider that the relevant paradigmatisation was finally attained after the Homeric period. Presumably, in some time in the (pre-)history of the Greek language, when the original category of inactive was no longer productive or was being lost, the original stative *Hnon- ‘be in the state of attaining’ was somehow reinterpreted as a verb denoting an agentive action ‘gain’, ‘attain’, ‘reach’, which denoted a perfective action and which was potentially the perfective counterpart of a verb denoting a durative action, ‘carry’. Attic 1 sg. ἤνεγκα, originally a perfect, may somehow reflect the archaic state-denoting inactive verb, though it underwent some morphological remodelling after the style of Attic reduplication. All the other Attic aorists show thematic forms (i.e., ἤνεγκον, ἤνεγκας, ἤνεγκε, ἤνεγκ-αμεν, -ατε, -αν, etc.) and are interpretable as relatively new formations. They were created to develop the aorist paradigm to φέρ-, probably by modifying the endings of the original ἤνεγκ-α, ἤ-θα, -ε, etc., at some period in the Greek language. This must have taken place after the archaic root aorist forms started to be lost or became no longer productive, but before the sigmatic aorist became predominantly productive. As far as the modification of the singular paradigm is concerned, the process may be virtually reduced to the innovation in 1 sg. from ἤνεγκ-α to ἤνεγκ-ον, probably on the analogy of the other 1 sg. aorists with the -ον ending, productive at that period (e.g., ελευ-ον, εφύ-ον, ετεκ-ον, ετεμ-ον, etc.; cf. Buck 1933: 283; Sihler 1995: 561). Since the 2 sg. perfect ending, originally -θα (cf. οἶδαθα), was in Greek normally reshaped into -ας (cf. Szemernyi 1990: 312; Sihler 1995: 571; etc.), the 2 sg. ἤνεγκ-ας may be understood as having emerged by going through this widespread change. Needless to say, the 3 sg. ending -ε in ἤνεγκ-ε is interpretable as inheriting the original perfect ending.
4.2. Hittite *henk-
Hittite *henk- is an example unambiguously attributable to the Type I base *Henk-. This verb means 'bestow, consign, commit, secure, assign, allot, provide, present, offer' and takes the mi-conjugation (cf. Puhvel 1991: 289). Puhvel (1991: 292) assumes that this verb has gone through a semantic shift from 'carry' to 'bestow' on the strength of the verbal noun henku(wo)r 'carrying' > 'offering, gift' (cf. Gk. φόρος 'tribute', Skt. āṁśa- 'portion').

As stated in Note 5 above, the Hittite mi-conjugation does not seem to offer crucial evidence for determining the original Aktionsart of a verb.

4.3. Old Irish -icc-
In respect of Old Irish ro-icc 'reach', do-icc 'come', air-icc- 'find', con-icc- 'can', Pokorny (1994: 317) surmises that the lengthened-grade *ěnkti (> *ink- > *ink > icc) transferred to a thematic conjugation. Even if this is true, the origin of the lengthened-grade stem remains unexplained. Lindeman (1987: 58) criticises Pokorny's surmise by claiming that pre-Celt. *enkti, athematic, would have yielded unattested **inchtii and adding that even the supposition of pre-Celt. *ènkt-e-t, thematic, ends up ad hoc since no other vestige of this form is observable in any other IE dialects. He suggests that the relevant OIr. verb reflects the nasal-infixing base *Hennk- (e.g., OIr. áncaic < *h2e-h2nonk-e, cf. OInd. perf. anáṁśa; OIr. suffixless pret. -áncaic, -ánccammar, ánccalmar > Prim. Ir. *āneg- > Insular Celt. *ānank- > h2e-h2nënkg-, cf. OInd. perf. 3 pl. ānasāür). Cf. op.cit., pp.58 and 78. (Lindeman considers that the initial laryngeal of the relevant radix should be postulated as h2 but not as h1, cf. Note 3 above.)

4.4. Summary: The Status of the Type I Base
No example of the agent noun reflecting the Type I base, **Henk-le/or 'one who (agentively) attains', is found in IE dialects. We do not obtain any crucial evidence to suggest that an active verb was derivable from the Type I base *Henk-.

5. Conclusion
This paper has attempted to apply the Non-Brugmannian method spelt out in (1) above to the case of the OE preterite-present ge-neah 'is sufficient' and its cognate IE verbs in order to reason out their PIE status. As a result of the morpho-semantic analysis of the pertinent data, we have claimed that the PIE verb was most probably an inactive rather than an active verb. We have added, furthermore, that there is no evidence that the Type I base *Henk- produced a PIE active verb.
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古英語動詞ge-neah「十分である」の印欧語の背景について：
非ブルークマン的方法を適用して

Tanaka (2001b)は、印欧祖語に関する最近の「非ブルークマン的」再建モデルに基づいて、印欧諸語における任意の動詞に関して、祖語における動詞の（形態、意味に関する）クラスを推量する一般的な方法を提案している。本稿の目的は、この方法に基づいて、古英語第Ⅴ類過去現在動詞ge-neah「十分である」の歴史的由来について、もっとも蓋然性の高いと思われる新しい推論を与えることである。

当該の過去現在動詞は、印欧祖語のタイプⅡ語基*Hn-ek-（語根*Hen-のゼロ階梯形態+e-階梯の語尾*-ek-）に由来する動詞である。印欧諸語における同じタイプⅡ語基に類する動詞すべての意味特性、形態特性を、上記の方法に照らして分析した結果、当該の動詞は印欧祖語において，*Hnēk-m/s/t '（agentively/voluntarily）gain, attain, reach' というactive-momentary動詞であった可能性は低く，*Hnēkhôelthôel 'be in the state of gaining, attaining, reaching (the goal, norm, standard, etc.)' という、inactive-stative動詞であった可能性が高いということを明らかにした。

また、タイプⅠ語基*Hen-k-（語根*Hen-のe-階梯形態+ゼロ階梯の語尾*-k-）から派生した動詞群に関しても同様の分析をした結果、それらの動詞群からも、当該の語基からactive動詞が印欧祖語の時代に派生していたという証拠は得られないということを主張した。